
THIS RESOURE INCLUDES:
ü Ten days lesson plans

ü Original examples of each type of 
poem

ü Teacher anchor charts

ü Student printable anchor charts

ü An optional digital notebook

Scroll to 
learn more!



ü What is Poetry?
ü Writing a Bio Poem

ü Writing a Cinquain Poem
ü Writing a Haiku
ü Writing a Concrete Poem
ü Writing a Diamante
ü Writing a Free-verse poem

LESSONS INCLUDED:



Includes ten days of easy-to-use, single-page 
lesson plans, along with a unit at a glance.



Includes anchor charts for the teacher to display 
as well as a printable version for students.



No need to find examples of each poetry style!
This resources includes original examples of six 

different types of poetry.



This complete spelling curriculum includes 
32 weeks of concept-based lessons!

I absolutely loved this unit to end the year! It was a comprehensive unit that 

covered different types of poetry. Great examples given as models. Students 

really enjoyed writing new types of poems, and the graphic organizers were 

scaffolded so students were able to write independently. 
“ “

I used this resource at the end of the year and we had so much fun. Each day 

we talked and learned about a different kind of poetry. We used the mentor 

poems to write one as a class and then they had time to write individually. We 

made time to share, and the concrete poems were so good we displayed them in 

the classroom for all to see. I loved that they got to be creative in writing and not 

just respond to a prompt. The students really used their own ideas and showed 

lots of personality in their poems. Thanks for making poetry fun and easy. 

“ “



This complete spelling curriculum includes 
32 weeks of concept-based lessons!

Click the grade level  
to see the bundle!

Want your writing lessons planned for the year?
Our yearlong bundles contain everything you need to teach writing!

OUR YEARLONG BUNDLE INCLUDES:

ü Personal Narrative, Informational Report, 
Fiction Narrative, and Opinion Essay units

ü Easy-to-use, single-page daily lesson plans

ü Mentor texts

ü Anchor charts

ü Digital writing notebooks

ü Pre- and post-assessment & rubrics

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Writing-Bundle-Personal-Narrative-Informational-Opinion-Fiction-4TH-GRADE-4580621
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Writing-Bundle-Personal-Narrative-Informational-Opinion-Fiction-5TH-GRADE-4580625
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Writing-Bundle-Personal-Narrative-Informational-Opinion-Fiction-2ND-GRADE-4347627
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Writing-Bundle-Personal-Narrative-Informational-Opinion-Fiction-3RD-GRADE-3603451

